
 
 
 
 
 
 
Allenhurst Beach Club - COVID -19 Related Guidelines 2020 

 
1. These guidelines are based on Governor Murphy’s Executive Order No. 143, which is 
hereby adopted by reference.  Importantly, paragraph 16 of this order states that “It 
shall be the duty of every person... to cooperate fully in all matters concerning this 
executive order."  
 
2. Face Coverings - All employees and guests are strongly encouraged to wear face 
coverings in settings where social distancing measures are difficult to maintain, except 
where doing so would inhibit that individual's health.  
 
3. Social Distancing - The public shall practice social distancing while present, including 
staying six feet apart whenever practicable, excluding immediate family members, 
caretakers, household members or romantic partners.  
 
4. Member Guest Passes - The Beach Manager reserves the right to suspend the use 
of Guest Passes without prior notice should conditions require such action. Moreover, it 
is anticipated that the use of guest passes will be prohibited for July 4th weekend and 
possibly other weekends when large crowds are expected.  
 
5. Public Beach Passes - The Beach Manager reserves the right to suspend the sale of 
daily beach passes at a certain time of day should crowded conditions require such 
action.  
 
6. Beach Club Entrances - Members and guests must maintain social distancing when 
entering, leaving and particularly when purchasing a daily pass. 
 
7. Cabana Deck Set Up - Cabana members are reminded to be mindful of social 
distancing guidelines and therefore limit the number of individuals in the cabana at any 
one time. Beach chairs will be stacked out in front of the cabana on the beach for 
members to set up mindful of social distancing guidelines.   All beach chairs should be 
kept 6 feet from the walkway. Only one chair per member is allowed and must have this 
year's chair tag. 
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8. Beach Set Up - Chair set up can be arranged with Deck Boys. Only one chair per 
member will be allowed to be stored on the beach and must have this year’s chair tag. 
Beach chair set ups are to be placed mindful of social distancing guidelines.  
 
9. Baby Pools - Baby pools are not allowed at the Cabanas or on the beach until further 
notice.  
 
10. Toys - No toys or toy buckets are to be put out or taken in by Beach Club Staff.  
 
11. Keys - Locker members will be given a key to their facility when the club opens. 
Members will be responsible for their own key. If lost, members must contact the office 
for a replacement.  
 
12. Organized Athletic Games - There will be no Volleyball or Tetherball games until 
further notice.  
 
13. Bathrooms - Only one member or guest at a time will be allowed in the bathroom 
except for a parent assisting a child.  
 
14. Water Fountains - The water fountains will be closed until further notice.  
 
15. Beach Club Office - The office will be closed to the public. Members will be able to 
call the office and if needed the office will meet the Members at the main gates.  
 
16. Public Showers - Showers will be available at the beach and by the pool.  
 
17. Lounge Chairs and Pool Deck Chairs will be limited so people can maintain social 
distancing guidelines.  
   
    18. The ABC management and the Board of Commissioners reserves the right to ask 
any member or guest to leave the ABC should they fail to follow these guidelines. 
 
  


